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Be The Match Donor Community: Internal Guidelines 
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Group Purpose and Audience 

- Be The Match Donor Community is a private community on Facebook where potential donors at CT and 
workup can connect with past donors to ask questions, hear about donation experiences firsthand, and 
gather information and support to help break down barriers and make an informed donation decision.  

 
Group Parameters 

- Be The Match Donor Community will be a closed group on Facebook. A closed Facebook group requires 
an admin to approve members. The group is findable through a Facebook group search, so anyone can 
request membership. The name, member list and group description can be seen by the public; however, 
the posts in the group are private. 

- Potential donors and past donors from DC001 will be invited to the group initially, with the intent of 
expanding it to other DCs later if successful. If a past donor or potential donor outside of DC001 asks to 
join the group, the Community Manager will review and accept the membership request if the individual 
meets the membership criteria. 

- The public guidelines for group participation will be spelled out in a post pinned to the top of the Be The 
Match Donor Community. Expectations for participation will be clear up front, encouraging a positive 
member experience while enabling the Community Manager to enforce the rules when necessary. 

 
Managing the Group 

- Granting group membership: The Donor Community will be promoted at CT and WU to eligible donors. 
People can also find the group organically when searching on Facebook. Anyone who requests to join 
the group will be asked three screening questions on Facebook to verify that they are eligible to 
participate in the group. The Community Manager will review/approve members who can accurately 
answer the following questions:  

o What is your full name (first & last)? 
o Have you been contacted about matching a patient, or have you donated marrow before? 
o What was the password provided by your Be The Match representative to join this group? 

 Note: members invited by WU specialists and DCT members to be part of this group will 
be provided a password. 

- If someone asks to join the group and cannot accurately answer the screening questions, the 
Community Manager will need to cross-check the individual with STARLink to ensure they are either a 
past donor or active in search. 

- Responding as Be The Match: When the group first launches, the Community Manager will respond to 
unanswered questions within 24 hours (M-F) and within 48 hours on weekends. As the group grows, 
more donors will chime in with responses and the Community Manager will likely need to 
respond/engage less. The Community Manager will rely on Donor Services SMEs to help answer 
questions, or will route the potential donor back to their workup specialist if necessary. If a donor posts 
inaccurate information in the group, it is appropriate for the Community Manager to respond with a 
correction.  

- Content seeding: The Community Manager will find periodic opportunities (~1x per week) to post/seed 
content within the community to encourage engagement without disrupting the organic flow of the 
group conversations. As the group grows and gains momentum, there will be less of a need to 
proactively post to keep the conversation going. A content calendar exists to guide periodic postings. 
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- Removing/hiding posts: Per the public rules for participation, the Community Manager has the right to 
remove or hide posts that are false, inaccurate or misleading; inappropriate or offensive, including posts 
that are harassing, abusive, obscene or hateful; posts that promote commercial products, businesses or 
fundraising pages; illegal activities; or breaches of donor/patient confidentiality. 

- Managing access to the group: The purpose of the group is to provide potential and past donors a safe, 
comfortable place to connect, ask questions and learn from each other’s experiences. While a “captive 
audience” of donors is appealing to many in the organization, the Be The Match Donor Community 
should be used only for its intended purpose. 

 
Managing Confidentiality Breaches 

- Given the nature of the group, it’s OK for donors to share a bit more information within the closed group 
than on our public social media pages. For example, a donor referring to their donation date won’t need 
to be handled as a breach of confidentiality. 

- If the Community Manager sees something that may include too much personal identifying information 
(based on existing social media guidelines), Donor Advocacy will be notified to assess if it is in fact a 
confidentiality breach and initiate the appropriate course of action. 

- If a breach is identified, the Community Manager will privately message the poster to ask that he/she 
remove the concerning information within 24 hours for confidentiality reasons. If the original post hasn’t 
been edited or removed by the poster in that timeframe, the Community Manager will hide it from 
public view. 

 


